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0. INTRODUCTION

In cases of contact between two languages, we often find that one language will borrow words from the other. The borrowing language normally adapts the loanwords, to a greater or lesser degree, to fit into its phonological system. Depending on the extent to which the modifications the loanwords undergo are phonologically (or phonetically) motivated, we have external evidence in support of the psychological reality of the sound patterns of the borrowing language, as well as evidence that bears on models of speech production and perception. Much of the linguistics research to date on loanword phonology has focussed exclusively on the borrowing of segmental features, and the particular modifications they undergo in the mapping process from the donor language to the borrowing language.

There has been comparatively little research done on the borrowing of suprasegmental features and, in particular, on the borrowing of pitch contours. Egerod (1959) provided tonal correspondences from the Chaochow and Chaozhou dialects of Chinese to Thai. And more recently, Maddieson (1977) discussed Hausa loanwords in Gwari, Nupe and Kpan. In both the Egerod and Maddieson studies, the donor language was a tone language and the borrowing language was a tone language.

Since it is commonly known that pitch is the principal feature underlying the perception of tone as well as one of the most important dimensions (others include length, loudness, vowel quality) underlying

* I wish to particularly thank Sirinapa Jamornmarn for her assistance in collecting data for this paper.
the perception of stress, it is of much theoretical interest to inves-
tigate cases of language contact in which the donor language is a stress
language and the borrowing language is a tone language, or vice versa.
One interesting case in South-east Asia involves contact between the
parent language of the Tai language family and Indic, Khmer and
Indonesian languages sometime during the 14th century. In this borrow-
ing situation, Proto-Tai was the borrowing language; Indic, Khmer and
Indonesian were donor languages. Among Tai historical-comparativists,
Proto-Tai is generally considered to be a tone language, having three
tonal categories A, B and C associated with those syllables not ending
in a stop segment; Indic, Khmer and Indonesian languages at this stage
of historical development are all considered to be non-tonal. The
manner in which Indic, Khmer and Indonesian loanwords were adapted into
Proto-Tai suggest underlying phonological factors determined the tonal
representation of syllables in loanwords borrowed from non-tonal lan-
guages. Benedict (1942:596), in his investigation of the possible
genetic affiliation between Tai and Indonesian languages, commented
that it is probably significant that almost all Thai roots that have
correspondences in Indonesian languages are classified under the Proto-
Tai tonal category A. In his historical-comparative survey of the Tai
language family, Gedney (1967) too noted that syllables ending in a
sonorant segment in Indic and Khmer loanwords were all assigned Proto-
Tai tone A when adapted to the Tai parent language. He goes on to
suggest that "tone A was the normal level tone, with tones B and C so
markedly different from it as never to be used in pronouncing the
syllables of words borrowed from a toneless language."

More recently, Court (1975), in his study of the language contact
situation between the Satun dialect of Thai, the tonal borrowing lan-
guage, and Malay, the non-tonal donor language, also found evidence of
phonological factors mediating between the stress and intonational
patterns of a non-tonal language, and the tonal representation of these
suprasegmental dimensions in a tonal language. In particular, he
reported that the high rising-falling tone is assigned to syllables
ending in a sonorant segment that occur in phrase-final positions, and
that the high level tone is assigned elsewhere. Court suggests that
the high rising-falling tone of the Satun Thai dialect is the most
suitable tone for representing the falling intonation nucleus of Malay
loanwords because of its high starting point, as compared to the two
other falling tones in the Satun Thai tonal inventory, both of which
have lower starting points.
One other study (Kiu 1977) of a borrowing situation between a tonal language and a non-tonal language involves Cantonese and English. Again, the tonal language, Cantonese, is the borrowing language; the stress language, English, is the donor language. In bisyllabic English loanwords, Kiu reported two different tonal patterns that correlate with two different stress patterns. Bisyllabic loans with stress on the first syllable (ŚŚ) are represented tonally in Cantonese with the high falling tone, or the high level tone, a common sandhi variant in non-phrase final position, on the first syllable, and the high rising tone on the second syllable (ŚŚŚŚ or ŚŚŚŚŚ); bisyllabic loans with stress on the second syllable are represented tonally in Cantonese with the mid level tone on the first syllable, and the high level tone on the second syllable (ŚŚŚŚŚ). While the second bisyllabic tonal pattern (ŚŚŚŚ) correlates nicely with the bisyllabic English stress pattern (ŚŚ), it is hard to account for the first tonal pattern (ŚŚŚŚŚ or ŚŚŚŚŚŚ) in terms of the pitch contours associated with the bisyllabic stressed-unstressed pattern (ŚŚ). The fact that the high rising tone occurs on the second syllable in these loanwords suggests that non-phonetic factors are also at work in converting stress patterns into tonal patterns. Perhaps, the high rising tone serves to indicate that the word is clearly a foreign item in the Cantonese lexicon.

This paper investigates yet another case of language contact between a tone language and a stress language – this time between (Standard) Thai, the national language of Thailand, and English. In this contact situation, Thai is the borrowing language, English the donor language. The aim of the paper is to formulate the rules for converting the stress and intonational patterns of English into Thai tonal categories, and to determine the extent to which the resultant tonal patterns can be accounted for in terms of the pitch contours associated with the English stress patterns. The manner in which the segmental properties of English loanwords are modified will be mentioned only where it is relevant to our discussion of tone and syllable structure. For a more detailed discussion of segmental modifications of English loanwords in Thai, see Henderson (1951).

1. THAI TONES/SYLLABLE STRUCTURE

Thai has five contrastive lexical tones: mid ('), low ('), falling (''), high ('') and rising (''). These tones are illustrated below in the familiar Chao (1930) tone letters.
Constraints on the distribution of these lexical tones depend on syllable structure. All five tones may occur on syllables ending in a long vowel or sonorant segment (CV:, CV:C\_\text{f}, CVC\_\text{f} where C\_\text{f} = m n n w j, hereafter, 'smooth' syllables). On syllables that consist of a long vowel followed by a non-sonorant segment (CV:C\_\text{f} where C\_\text{f} = p t k, hereafter, 'long checked' syllables), only the low and falling tones are permitted. On syllables that consist of a short vowel followed by a non-sonorant segment (CVC\_\text{f} where C\_\text{f} = p t k ?, hereafter, 'short checked' syllables), only 'short' variants of the low and high tones are allowed. Of particular relevance for the assignment of tones to English loanwords is that the high tone may not occur on long checked syllables in the native Thai vocabulary.

The constraints on the distribution of tones in English loanwords, while not identical to those that apply to native Thai lexical items, also depend on syllable structure. Each syllable of an English loanword is assigned a tone. On smooth syllables, only the mid and falling tones are permitted; the low, high and rising tones do not occur on smooth syllables in English loanwords. On long checked syllables, the low and high tones occur, but not the falling tone. The occurrence of the high tone on long checked syllables in English loanwords is at variance with native Thai syllable structure constraints on the distribution of tones. As mentioned above, the high tone is prohibited on long checked syllables in native Thai vocabulary (cf. Henderson 1949). On short checked syllables, both the short low and high tones may occur. In addition to these syllable structure constraints, we will see that tonal distribution in English loanwords further depends on the position of the syllable within a word.

2. ENGLISH LOANWORDS

2.1. MONOSYLLABLES

The assignment of tones to monosyllabic English loanwords depends on syllable structure alone; syllables interpreted as smooth as assigned mid tone, syllables interpreted as checked, short or long, are assigned high tone.
(2) 'cream'  khrǐːm  'soup'  súp
'queue'  kʰiːw  'golf'  kʰp
'term'  tʰɛːm  'Fob'  fɛːp
'farm'  fəːm  'chalk'  chʰk
'Jew'  jǐw  'wig'  wfk
'share'  chɛː  'fluke'  flúk
'bar'  bəː  'Lux'  lák
'beer'  bia  'set (tennis)'  sát
'fair'  fɛː  'shirt'  chʰːt
'film'  fɪːm  'cake'  khɛːk
'free'  friː  'oats'  ʔoːt
'ream'  rɛːm  'oak'  ʔoːk
'cheer'  cʰia  'card'  káːt
'mile'  mɛː  'yeast'  jfːt
'fan (admirer)'  fəːn  'Jeep'  cfːp
'view'  wɪw  'wheat'  wfk

Other monosyllabic English loanwords clearly show that tonal assignment is made according to what is perceived as the English syllable structure, and not according to the eventual phonetic realisation of the corresponding Thai syllable.

(3) 'bank'  bɛŋ  *bɛŋ
'pump'  pɛm  *pɛm
'tent'  tɛn  *ten
'belt'  bɛn  *bɛn
'tank'  tʰɛŋ  *tʰɛŋ

These English monosyllables end in a non-sonorant segment and, according to rule, are assigned high tone. But phonetically, these English loanwords end in a sonorant segment, which might lead us to expect these loanwords to conform to the rules for smooth syllables. If we assume that tonal assignment occurs 'prior to' the simplification of syllable-final consonant clusters, then the English loanwords in (3) are in agreement with the general pattern of tonal distribution in monosyllables. Without this assumption, we are left no alternative but to treat them as exceptions!

Besides this interaction between syllable-final cluster simplification and tonal assignment, we also find an interaction between the distributional constraints on Thai diphthongs and the rules for assigning tones to English monosyllables.
Thai prohibits the diphongs aj and aw on checked syllables. Again, we see that tones are assigned on the basis of the English syllable structure. Although the English loanwords in (4) exhibit smooth syllable structures, they carry the high tone because the corresponding English syllables end in a non-sonorant segment.

There are also English monosyllables that are restructured in Thai as bisyllabic loanwords, due to restrictions on syllable-initial consonant clusters.

In particular, Thai does not permit syllable-initial consonant clusters beginning with an alveolar fricative. Thus, the English loanwords in (5) are modified to meet this restriction on syllable onsets. The second syllable of these bisyllabic loanwords follows the rules already established for English monosyllables – mid tone on smooth syllables, high tone on checked syllables. The first syllable in these loanwords carries a mid tone, that results from the application of a tone sandhi rule that neutralises the distinction between high and low tones on CV syllables at regular speech tempo (for detailed formulation of this tone reduction rule, see Gandour 1976).

Finally, there are a few exceptions to the rules for assigning tones to English monosyllabic loanwords.
2.2. POLYSYLLABLES

Let us next consider bisyllabic English loanwords. Those listed in (7) provide a representative sample (primary stress on English words is marked with an acute accent).

(7) 'vila' wi:sà: 'doctor (Dr)' d̂óktà:
    'fashion' fɔ:ʃən 'Parker (pen)' pàkkà:
    'dollar' dɔ:lə: 'Pepsi' pepsì:
    'party (affair)' pɔ:tì: 'rugby' ràkbì:
    'cocoa' ko:kò: 'taxi' thékstì:
    'bowling' bo:liŋ 'Nestle's' nèslè:
    'rifle' raijfèn 'pizza' pʰìtsà:
    '(Coca) Cola' kho:là: 'tráctor' thröktè:
    ' ráyón' rɛ:jɔ:n 'apple' ?èppèn
    '(President) Carter' kha:tà: 'l'écture' lèkhò:
    'rādan' rɛ:dà: 'nickel' nìkkàn
    'U.S.O.M.' ju:sɔ:m 'sweater' sawèttà:
    '(eye) shádow' chɛ:doː 'whiskey' wítsakì:
    'álbum' ?a:labàm

Except for the second syllable, these bisyllabic loanwords can be accounted for with the rules already established for monosyllables. Instead of a mid tone, as we might expect, based on the evidence from those monosyllables ending in a sonorant segment, the second syllable in these loanwords is assigned a falling tone. The fact that we find a falling tone, as opposed to a rising tone, on the final syllable of these loanwords suggests a natural phonetically-motivated explanation in terms of English and Thai stress patterns. The stressed-unstressed English pattern in (7) correlates with a falling pitch contour. Since Thai rhythm requires that the last syllable in a phrase be stressed, it would appear that the falling pitch contour has been preserved in the Thai pronunciation, but that the point of the fall has been shifted to the final syllable in accordance with Thai rhythmic constraints.

Though this phonetically-motivated account has a lot of appeal, it cannot be the whole story, as evidenced in bisyllabic loanwords whose second syllable ends in a non-sonorant segment.

(8) 'bónus' bo:nàt
    'sándwich' sənwít
    'dónut' dɔ:nàt
    'tënnís' tɛnnít
    'föremost' fɔ:mòt
    'jëcket' cékkét
Assuming that the Thai tonal patterns reflect the English stress patterns, we would surely expect the low tone on the final syllable of this set of loanwords. But instead what we find is the high tone. Since the English stress pattern in (8) displays an overall falling pitch contour, we cannot explain, from a strictly phonetic point of view, the overall rising pitch contour on the borrowed forms in Thai. There are, however, other bisyllabic loanwords which do seem to support a phonetic interpretation.

(9) ‘Egypt’  /jɪːjÇpt/  
‘Colgate’  /kʰɔŋkɛːt/  
‘concrete’  /kʰɔŋkrɛːt/  
‘ilpetick’  /ɪlfpsatɪk/  
‘hôtel’  /hɔːtdɔːk/  
‘Kleenex’  /kʰiːnɛk/  
‘édit’  /kʰrɛːdɪt/  
‘technique’  /θɛkˈnɪk/  
‘(air) hostess’  /hɔːsətɛːt/  
‘plastic’  /plɛsˈstætɪk/  
‘(Robert) Redford’  /reɪtfoʊt/  
‘passport’  /ˈpɔːspɔrt/  
‘contact (lens)’  /kʰɔntɛkt (lɛns)/  
‘Europe’  /jʊrəʊp/  
‘Pittsburgh (Pa.)’  /ˈpɪtsbɜːrɡ (Pɑː)ə/  

The English words in (9) all display a falling pitch pattern with the primary stress falling on the first syllable. The Thai adaptation of this set of words reveals that the tonal pattern more closely approximates the English stress pattern. In particular, we observe that the checked syllables at the end of these loanwords are all assigned the low tone. This tonal pattern corresponds to the lowered pitch on the second syllable of these bisyllabic English words. When checked syllables occur in positions other than at the end of polysyllabic words, they are always assigned the high tone. Given the English loanwords in (8) and (9), it would appear then that we have competing strategies for the adaptation of English stress patterns into the Thai language. Those loanwords in (9) suggest that the process of adaptation is phonetically motivated, while those in (8) indicate perhaps a conventionalised reading pronunciation of English orthography.

The bisyllabic English loanwords in (10), however, clearly suggest some phonetically-based adaptation strategy.
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(10) 'shampho' chëmphu: #chëmphû:
'Th.' thi:wi: #thi:wi:
'hip' hajfaj #hajfâj
'hotel' ho:tén #ho:tên
'revue' ri:wiw #ri:wîw
'psychology' sajkho: (vb.) #sajkhû:

We might expect these bisyllabic loanwords to conform to the tonal pattern established for the English loanwords listed in the left column of (7). But instead of the falling tone being assigned to the second syllable of the loanwords in (10), we observe that the second syllable is pronounced with the mid tone. Unlike the English words in (7), which display primary stress on the first syllable, the words listed in (10) all display primary stress on the second syllable. These English source words have an overall rising stress pattern, the second syllables being comparatively higher in pitch than the first, and longer. If these words were to be adapted with the falling tone of the second syllable, the resultant tonal pattern would be considerably different from the perceived stress pattern. Thus, the final syllables of these bisyllabic words are assigned a mid tone which results in a closer approximation to the English stress pattern. It is surely significant that English syllables ending in a sonorant segment, at the end of polysyllabic words, are normally assigned the falling tone, except for such bisyllabic words in (10), and trisyllabic words and phrases such as 'violin' waj:o:lin, #waj:o:lin; 'Oîl of Olây' ?éf ?u:la:n, #?û: ?éf ?u:la:n, which all carry primary stress on the final syllable.

Other bisyllabic English loanwords, however, show exceptional behaviour.

(11) 'sôda' so:da: #so:dâ:
'Nixon' nîksân #nîksân
'biliardc' binli:at #binli:at, #binli:ât
'nâcktie' nêkthâj #nêkthâj
'Christmas' khrîftsamâ:t #khrîftsamâ:t, #khrîftsamâ:t

Let us next turn our attention to English source words consisting of more than two syllables.

(12) 'Alâsâian' ?anse:chi:ân
'pollution' pho:lu:chân
'corruption' kho:rápchân
'computer' khomphîwtâ:
'Mîdî' maj?ê:mî:
'Chîcâgo' chî:ka:kô:
'(North) Carolina'  kha:ro:lajnâ:
'(North) Dakóta'  da:ko:tâ:
'Nebráskâ'  ne:bré:ssakâ:
'Aláskâ'  ?alé:ssakâ:
'Oklahóma'  ?o:kla:ho:mâ:
'Alabáma'  ?e:la:ba:mâ:
'Montána'  monthâ:nâ:
'hâmburger'  hêmbe:kâ:
'bâdminton'  bétmîntân
'Rôtary (Club)'  ro:tarî:
'lóttrey'  lótttarî:
'bâttrey'  béttarî:
'Kânnedî'  khennadî:
'hydronégn'  hajdro:çén
'Hungâry'  hâŋka:ri:
'Wáshington'  wá:chîngtân
'furniture'  fe:nicô:
'technólogy'  thékno:locî:
'Impérial'  ?imphi:ri:än
'alúminum'  ?alu:mi:ni:âm
'uránium'  jure:nî:âm
'biólogy'  baj?o:lô:cî:
'Niágara (Falls)'  nai?to:karâ:
'Démoorat'  demmo:krêt
'Chévérolît'  chépro:lêt
'Massachússétté'  métsa:chu:sè:t
'chóoolotté'  chôkko:lêt
'Câdîlloâc'  kha:di:lâk

The polysyllabic English loanwords in (12) point to a conventionalised reading pronunciation of English orthography. The rules for tonal assignment are based strictly on the interpretation of English syllable structure. Those syllables interpreted as smooth receive the mid tone in non-final position, the falling tone in final position; those syllables interpreted as checked receive the high tone in non-final position, the low tone in final position. Short open syllables in English source words that occur between a primary stressed syllable and a following syllable are assigned a mid tone in accordance with the tone reduction rule in Thai. Since the tonal patterns remain fixed in the adaptation of variable stress patterns found in polysyllabic English words, we cannot attribute the resultant tonal patterns to perceptual
interpretation of the variable pitch contours associated with the
English stress patterns.

English loanwords for the names of certain countries also point to
a conventionalised reading pronunciation.

(13) 'India'       ?inda       #?'inda
   'Norway'      no:rawe:    #no:raŵe:
   'German(y)'   jə:raman   #jə:ramən
   'Finland'     finle:n    #finlē:n
   'Africa'      #ɛffri:ka:  #ɛffri:kə:
   'Arabia'      ?a:raːbiə   #a:raːbiə
   'Indonesia'   ?indoːniːsia  #indoːniːsia
   'America'     #ameːrika:  #ameːrikə:
   'Switzerland' sawitsalə:n  #sawitsalē:n
   'The Netherlands' neːthaiːn   #neːthaiːn
   'Turkey'      teːrakə:   #teːrakə:

The smooth syllables in the loanwords of (13) are assigned the mid
tones, instead of the expected falling tone. The fact that the names
of cities and countries in the English loanwords of (12) do follow the
more general tone pattern, while those in (13) do not, again suggests
competing strategies in the adaptation of English stress patterns.

Some other English loanwords which display exceptional behaviour in
terms of the general tonal patterns found in adaptation of English
stress patterns are listed in (14).

(14) 'oxygen'       ?ɔksɪsɛn
   'vitamin'      wɪttamin
   'Ovaltine'     ɔː wɔntɪn
   'vanilla'      ʷɑː niːlə:
   'mochoroni'    məkkoɾoːni:
   'basketball'   ɓəsəkətboːn
   'magazine'     mɛkkasiːn
   'Hollywood (Calif.)' həliwʌd:t

3. SUMMARY

While both phonetic and non-phonetic factors appear to interact in
determining the eventual tonal representation of English stress patterns,
the rules for assigning tones, as summarised in (15), do apply to the
overwhelming majority of English loanwords in Thai.
Some of the exceptions to these rules can be accounted for with phonetic, morphological, and/or semantic information, as shown by the loanwords in (10) and (13), yet other exceptions cannot, as shown by the loanwords in (14). With the increasing influence of English as a second language in Thailand, we will have further opportunity to observe how these tone rules are extended or restricted in application in the process of borrowing words from a stress language.
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